Metallic glasses (MGs) containing the metalloid silicon constitute an important branch of glassy metals. The first MG prepared by rapid quenching was Au-Si[@b1]. These alloys had poor glass forming ability (GFA) and poor thermal stability relative to devitrification. Another group of Si-containing MGs are based on Pd-Si. Compared to Au-Si, Pd-Si has significantly enhanced GFA so that bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) can be readily prepared at the composition around Pd~80~Si~20~[@b2]. Meanwhile, Pd-Si BMGs possess intriguing mechanical properties[@b2]. Therefore Pd-based BMGs have drawn considerable research interests over the past decades. Early in 1972 Chen *et al*[@b3] found that the addition of Cu can significantly improve the thermal stability of Pd-Si MGs. As a result, the Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ MG, which lies close to the eutectic point of the ternary system has attracted interest due to a combination of excellent GFA, outstanding mechanical properties and promising hydrogen sensing ability[@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9].

Although the mechanical, thermal and dynamic properties have been studied experimentally[@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15], the atomic structures of Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ MG and its liquid still remain poorly understood. So far there are only several related reports about the structure of Pd-Si based glasses. Gaskell[@b16] is the first to propose that two types of trigonal prism structures are the probable candidates as a structure unit in Pd-Si MGs. One is a trigonal prism capped with three half-octahedra (9 Pd atoms around a Si atom), abbreviated as Si-9Pd and the other is a trigonal prism (6 Pd atoms around a Si atom). Then, Fukunaga et al.[@b17] further suggested that two types of trigonal prism structures may exist in Pd~85~Si~15~, Pd~80~Si~20~, and Pd~78~Si~22~ amorphous alloys through the analysis of the radial distribution function by neutron diffraction and geometrical structure relaxation simulations. However, radial distribution functions only provide a one-dimensional correlation of the structure and stoichiometry. In order to have a better understanding the structure in amorphous and liquid, higher-order correlations are necessary. Recently Kajita *et al*[@b18] found that Si content and Cu content have positive effect on the formation of a trigonal prism in Pd-based amorphous alloys. Nevertheless, the detailed atomic structure of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ and its evolution as well as the competition of multiple short range orders (SRO) upon cooling are still less understood.

In this paper, the structural property of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ is studied by high energy x-ray diffraction and *ab initio* MD simulations. To determine the special local structure in liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ and analyze the development of the local structure with temperature, the total and partial pair-correlation functions (PCF), coordinate number (CN), Honeycutt and Andersen (HA) indices[@b19], Voronoi tessellation method[@b20] and atomistic cluster alignment (ACA) method[@b21] are used to analyze the trajectories from the *ab initio* MD simulations. It is revealed that the dominant SRO around Si atoms is the trigonal prism capped with three half-octahedra (Si-9Pd) motif, while the majority of Cu-centered clusters are icosahedra, suggesting that the presence of Cu is benefit to promote the glass forming ability.

Results and Discussion
======================

A. Pair correlation functions
-----------------------------

As an important physical quantity to describe the structure of liquids, the PCF can be directly obtained by Fourier transform of experimental structure factor *S*(*q*), which gives the possibility to find coordination atoms at a distance *r* from each central atom normalized by the average density. The PCFs of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ at different temperatures obtained from HEXRD experiment and *ab initio* MD simulations are presented in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. All the PCFs exhibit typical features of metallic liquids, where a strong first peak centered at the average interatomic distance and a broadened second peak can be observed. It can be seen that the PCFs calculated by simulations are in good agreement with those from experiment, and the slight shift of calculated *g*(*r*) to large direction of *r* may be caused by the density difference between the simulations and experiments. The first peaks become sharper upon cooling, indicating that the lower the temperature, the stronger the order of the system.

The partial PCFs (PPCFs) express the spatial correlations among different types of atoms. It is difficult to obtain PPCFs from experiment. However, PPCFs can be readily calculated in MD simulations. The PPCFs of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ are shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. It is evident that the first peak of *g*~Pd-Si~(*r*) is the sharpest among all PPCFS, followed by *g*~Pd-cu~(*r*) and then *g*~Pd-Pd~(*r*), suggesting that the interaction between Pd-Si are stronger than Pd-Cu and Pd-Pd. And the height of these peaks increases in the process of quenching, contributing to the sharpening of the first peak in total PCFs. Meanwhile the peak position moves towards the smaller distance *r* as the temperature is decreased, reflecting densification of the system, consistent with the number density increasing mentioned later in Methods number density increasing. Despite its very low Cu and Si content, the sharp first peak of *g*~Cu-Cu~(r) indicates Cu atoms have a tendency to cluster. Nevertheless, the first peak of *g*~Si-Si~(*r*) is centered at about 4 Å, which is significantly larger than the length of direct Si-Si bond (2.35 Å). It demonstrates that there is no direct Si-Si bond within the first coordination shell in Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ liquids. The height of the first peak of *g*~Si-Cu~(*r*) tends to decrease while the height of the second peak tends to increase upon cooling, meaning that a repulsive interaction exists between Si and Cu atoms. Therefore the behaviors of Cu and Si atoms in liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ are distinctly different, where Si atoms prefer to be separated from each other but Cu atoms tend to cluster together.

B. Short range order
--------------------

According to the PPCFs described above, the coordination number (CN) can be obtained by integrating *g~ij~*(*r*) to the distance corresponding to first minimum in the *g~ij~*(*r*). The total and partial CNs are shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The total CN of Pd is the highest, followed by Cu and Si, which is mainly attributed to the largest atomic radius of Pd, then Cu and Si. The total CNs increase with the decrease of temperature, indicating the closer packing. The total CN of Cu is around 12. While the total CN around Si is about 9.5, which is in good agreement with the CNs of the trigonal prism capped with three half-octahedra structure in Ref. [@b17] From the partial CNs, it can be seen that the number of Si atoms around Cu is about 0.74\~0.98, accounting for about 6.3\~8.4% of total CN around Cu, far below the nominal Si content of 16%. Similar situation can be found for the CN of Si-Si. Consistent with the results discussed in the previous subsection that there exist repulsive interaction between Si-Cu and Si-Si.

The PCF and CN aforementioned describe the structure of the system only in one dimension. To obtain the three dimensional description of the SRO, the simplified HA-index method by Ganesh and Widom[@b22][@b23] is used to characterize the environment of each bond by counting the common neighbors surrounding the bond and indexing with a set of three numbers. The first number in HA-index will be 1 if the distance between the atomic pair is smaller than the *r* corresponding to the first minimum of g(*r*), indicating the atomic pair is bonded. Otherwise the first index will be 2. We will focus on the bonds with the first index of 1 in this work. The second index is the number of nearest neighbors shared by the atomic pair. The third index represents the number of bonds formed among the common nearest neighbors. Under this definition, the 155 index characterizes a part of perfect icosahedral (ICOS) local order, the 154 and 143 indices are characteristic of a part of distorted icosahedral (DICOS) ordering, the 142 index describes the face centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) ordering, the 166 and 144 indices are regarded as representative of body centered cubic (bcc) ordering, while the 131 and 132 indices represent other cubic order. The distribution of the HA index is shown in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that the ICOS and DICOS are dominant with the fraction of about 60% with respect to the total number of bonds, while the sum of the 144 and 166 indices also occupies a higher proportion. Furthermore, the fraction of 155, 154, 143 and 142 indices increase, while the fraction of 144, 166, 131 and 132 change little as temperature drops. Overall, the SRO of the systems is enhanced with decreasing temperature, consistent with the results of *g*(*r*), and the icosahedral ordering is the major part of the local structure all the time in the systems.

In order to describe the structure of clusters clearly, the Voronoi tessellation is used to further analyze the short range order in the liquids. The Voronoi polyhedrons (VPs) are enclosed by all the mid-perpendicular plane between the central atom and its neighbors, denoted by \<*n*~3~, *n*~4~, *n*~5~, ..., *n~i~*, ...\> where *n~i~* is the number of *i*-sided polygon. [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} gives the distribution of the top 17 representative clusters in the liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~. A cutoff distance of Rcut = 5.0 Å is used in the Voronoi analysis. The VPs are divided into three groups, The first group is the Voronoi indices of the distorted fcc polyhedron \<0,3,6,4,0\>, \<0,3,6,5,0\>, \<0,4,4,6,0\>, and \<0,4,4,7,0\>. The second group is the Voronoi indices of the perfect ICOS \<0,0,12,0,0\> and DICOS \<0,2,8,2,0\> and \<0,1,10,2,0\>. The last group is other highly populated polyhedron. Among these various types of VPs, several VPs have a relatively high proportion and are strongly temperature-dependent, representing the evolution of the special order in the liquid. One can see that the percentage of the Voronoi indices of fcc-like and ICOS-like clusters is high and become higher with decreasing temperature, agreed with the results of HA index. While the fraction of the distorted icosahedral VPs \<0,2,8,2\> and \<0,1,10,2\> is higher than the perfect icosahedral VPs \<0,0,12,0\>. Although the fractions of bonds with the index of 155 is the highest in the HA analysis, formation of a perfect ICO requires twelve bonds with 155 indices, which is more difficult than formation of a DICOS with a combination of 155, 154 and 143 indices. Meanwhile, Voronoi tessellations reveal that fcc is competing with ICOS as the temperature is lowered. In the last group, one can see clearly that Si-centered clusters prefer \<0,2,8,1,0\> VPs with lower CN while Pd-centered and Cu-centered clusters prefer other VPs of the higher CN, largely because the radius of Si atom is smaller than that of Pd and Cu atoms.

The cluster alignment method that describes the SRO and provides more insights into the average structure in the liquid and amorphous has recently been developed. This method has been shown to be able to give a direct visualization of the average local SRO[@b24][@b25] and medium range order[@b26][@b27]. In this paper, the SRO is analyzed by two types of alignment schemes. One is the collective cluster alignment, in which 2000 clusters with the same kind of central atoms were randomly selected from the MD simulation trajectories at each temperature. Each cluster is made up of 16 atoms. These clusters are then rigidly rotated and aligned to each other until the overall mean-square distances is minimized. Finally, the distributions of the atoms after the collective alignment are smoothed by a Gaussian smearing scheme to obtain three-dimensional atomic density distributions, which is the 3D representation of average SRO. The other alignment scheme is an individual cluster-template alignment. Each cluster in the system is aligned with a selected template to determine its structural similarity between the cluster and the template. Eventually, the population of each type of SRO can be obtained. For more details of cluster alignment method, we refer to Ref. [@b21].

The collective alignment results of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~, centered by Pd atoms, Si atoms and Cu atoms respectively, are plotted in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. The upper half parts of both Pd and Si centered patterns exhibit ICOS-like five-fold symmetry, while the lower half parts has no obvious symmetry. Unlike Pd and Si, the results of Cu centered patterns show the remarkable and complete ICOS-like symmetry.

To better understand the collective alignment results of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~, the individual cluster-template alignment approach is used to quantify the different structure types. Sixteen types of Pd-centered and eight types of Si-centered clusters structure in Pd-Si binary Pd~2~Si, Pd~3~Si, Pd~5~Si, Pd~9~Si~2~, and PdSi crystals which are all the crystals in the Pd-Si binary phase diagram[@b28] and whose crystal structures are illustrated in [supplementary Fig. S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and four types of the conventional SRO structure (bcc, fcc, hcp and ICOS) are used as templates in the alignment. The alignment results are shown in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. Note that only 11 structure motifs are shown in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, while those motifs with population less than 1% are not shown. If we align the templates among themselves, it was found that Pd-centered template of Pd~2~Si is very similar to fcc. Hence this type of clusters is classified as fcc in the population plot. Among all the Pd-centered clusters of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~, the Pd~9~Si~2~-like SRO are the most dominant, then ICOS and fcc, all of which increase with the drop of temperature, especially ICOS. This result can explain the collective alignment of Pd-centered clusters shown in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} where the upper structures of Pd-centered clusters are similar to a fragment of ICOS, while there is no obvious symmetry in their lower structure.

The fraction of different SRO with the templates in Si-centered clusters and Cu-centered clusters are shown in [Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}. The structures of Si-centered clusters in Pd~2~Si, Pd~3~Si, and Pd~5~Si crystals are very similar to a trigonal prism with three half octahedra (Si-9Pd), classified as Si-9Pd SRO. And two different Si-centered clusters structure in Pd~9~Si~2~ crystals are regarded as DICOS-1 and DICOS-2. It can be seen that Si-9Pd SRO accounts for about 60%, followed by DICOS about 30%, and the fraction of ICOS is less than 2%. These results are also consistent the collective alignment results for the Si-centered as shown in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. For the Cu-centered clusters, the total fraction of DICOS and ICOS SRO in [Fig. 8(c)](#f8){ref-type="fig"} is the highest, in accord with the collective alignment results shown in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. However, there are also a substantial amount of Cu-centered clusters align well to the Si-centered template extracted from PdSi crystal, as one can see from [Fig. 8 (c)](#f8){ref-type="fig"}. This result suggests a part of Cu atoms may play a role of Si atoms, forming the structure similar to that of Si-centered clusters in Pd-Si binary crystals.

From alignment results in [Fig. 8 (a)](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that the structures of Si-centered clusters are primarily Si-9Pd SRO and DICOS. Nearly half of Cu-centered clusters are also aligned well with the Si-centered PdSi template. Hence it would be very interesting to investigate the network formed by Si and Cu atoms in the Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ liquid. In [Fig. 9 (a) and (b)](#f9){ref-type="fig"}, the network formed by only Si atoms (blue) and formed by both Si and Cu atoms (yellow) in the liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ at 962 K are shown, respectively. The distance between Si atoms are almost more than 4 Å, much larger than the Si-Si bond length, consistent with the PCF and CN results discussed above. Compared [Fig. 9 (a) with (b)](#f9){ref-type="fig"}, It can be clearly seen that the Si-only network contains some voids, Cu atoms tend to form small clusters and fill the voids in the Si atoms network as one can see from [Fig. 9(b)](#f9){ref-type="fig"}. Although the medium order among Si atoms is not obvious, there are a lot of the isosceles triangles in the Si network.

Conclusions
===========

In summary, the local structure of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ was studied by *ab initio* MD simulations and high energy x-ray diffraction. The calculated PCFs at different temperatures agreed well with the experiments. The analysis of the PPCFs indicates that Si atoms prefer to be separated from each other and form network while Cu atoms tend to form small cluster to fill the holes in the Si atom network. The results of the density and CNs show that the system is more close-packed with decreasing temperature. HA-index, Voronoi tessellation, and ACA method provide a detailed 3D description of the local atomic structures in the liquid. It is found that ICOS and fcc order increase with decreasing temperature. The dominant polyhedral order is Pd-centered clusters structure in the motif of Pd~9~Si~2~ crystals, and Si-9Pd SRO of Si-centered clusters observed on experiment[@b17]. In Cu-centered clusters, there is a high proportion of DICOS and ICOS SRO, suggesting that the presence of Cu is benefit to the formation of glass.

Methods
=======

Experiments
-----------

Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ alloys were prepared by arc melting the mixtures of pure Pd (99.99%), Si (99.99%) and Cu (99.99%) in an ultra-high-purity argon atmosphere. Next, the ingot was wrapped in Ta foil, sealed in quartz tubes backfilled with Ar. After annealed at 0.9T~m~ (the melting temperature of the sample is 1033 K) for 24 hours, the tube was quenched in water. The high energy X-ray diffraction (HEXRD) was performed at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) of the Argonne National Laboratory (DuPage County, IL), using an energy of 99.55 keV, which corresponded to a wavelength (λ) of 0.0124(7) nm. The diffraction data were collected at the 6ID-D beamline at APS. Silicon double-crystal monochromators were employed to select the wavelength. The HEXRD was obtained in a time-resolved manner using a charge-coupled device (CCD, MAR Research, Evanston, IL) detector in an off-beam-axis mode, in which only a 60-deg arc of the Debye cones intersected the CCD. The sample-to-detector distance was calibrated using a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Si (640C) standard. Then the intensity data were converted to the total structure factor *S*(*q*) using PDFGetX2 with appropriate container and background subtractions and the reduced correlation function *g*(*r*) by Fourier transform.

Simulations
-----------

The *ab initio* MD simulations were carried out using the Vienna *ab initio* simulation package (VASP) code based on the density functional theory[@b29][@b30], with the projector-augmented wave method[@b31][@b32] and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation. A canonical ensemble with Nosé-Hoover thermostat to control the temperature was used[@b33][@b34]. The time step was set to be 3 fs. A cubic cell containing 200 atoms (156 Pd, 32 Si and 12 Cu atoms) with random distribution was taken as the initial configuration. Periodic boundary conditions were applied throughout the simulation. Only the Γ point was used to sample the Brillouin zone of the supercell. Firstly, the initial configuration was heated to a high temperature well above the melting point of 1033 K, so as to eliminate any memory effect from the initial configuration. Then the liquid was cooled down to 1220, 1132, 1009, and 962 K at a constant cooling rate of 0.1 K/step, respectively. At each temperature, the average pressure of the system was adjusted to 0.0 ± 1.0 kB by changing the dimensions of the simulation box. The optimized number densities were 0.0632, 0.0629, 0.0624, and 0.0620 atom/Å^3^ at 962, 1009, 1132 and 1220 K, respectively. From the change in the diffusion coefficient, it can be seen that the Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~ alloy at 962 K and 1009 K are in the undercooled liquid state, as illustrated in [supplementary Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In order to study the structural and dynamical properties of the liquid, additional 4000 time steps were performed at each temperature and the atomic trajectories were collected.
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![CNs of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~at different temperatures.\
The three profiles from the top (labelled as Pd, Cu or Si) indicate the total CNs of Pd, Cu and Si atoms, respectively. The four curves at the bottom (labelled as A-B, where A is the central atom and B is the coordinated atom) are the partial CNs.](srep08277-f3){#f3}

![The distribution of HA index for liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~at different temperatures.](srep08277-f4){#f4}

![The result of Voronoi tessellation analysis for liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~at different temperatures.](srep08277-f5){#f5}

![The collective alignment results of liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~at different temperatures.\
The upper panel stands for the Pd-centered (red) clusters. The middle panel describes the Si-centered (blue) clusters. The lower panel represents the Cu-centered (yellow) clusters. The isovalue is set to be 0.3 Å^-3^.](srep08277-f6){#f6}

![(a) The fraction of different SRO in Pd-centered clusters (Pd~9~Si~2~-1, Pd~9~Si~2~-2, Pd~9~Si~2~-3, Pd~9~Si~2~-4, Pd~9~Si~2~-5, Pd~9~Si~2~-6 characterize all the distinct structures of Pd-centered clusters in Pd~9~Si~2~ crystal, PdSi represents the structure in Pd-centered clusters of PdSi crystal, and unknown indicate the structure which is not similar all the used templates. The nine types of Pd-centered clusters structure in Pd~2~Si, Pd~3~Si and Pd~5~Si crystals and hcp with population less than 1% are not shown.). (b) the structures of fcc, hcp, ICOS and the main Pd-centered templates.](srep08277-f7){#f7}

![(a) The fraction of different SRO in Si-centered clusters. (b) the structures of the main Si-centered templates. (c) The fraction of different SRO in Cu-centered clusters.](srep08277-f8){#f8}

![(a) Si atoms network in liquid Pd~78~Cu~6.~Si~16.~(b) Si atoms and Cu atoms network in liquid Pd~78~Cu~6~Si~16~. Periodic boundary conditions are used to extended the simulation box to a 2×2×2 cell in order to see the network more clearly. Si atom: blue, Cu atom: yellow.](srep08277-f9){#f9}
